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rntroduction A new type GaAlAs monolithic lens coupled LED, different from the
hemispherical LED's previously reporteal-3)has been proposed and developed to
achieve the highly efficient performance for fiber-optical communications. A GaAlAs
lens monolithically formed on the LED surface and the spherical-ended fiber are
effectively coupled under the opt.imized design. By this new coupling technique,the
highest coupled power ever reported can be obtained for very low current level.
Principle an{ D--esiqn Figure I shows the new coupling technique compared with
the flat r,nol'5) For both coupling methods, the optimized coupling can be obtained
by the same condition of do=d", where dois the diameter of virLual imageofemitti-ng
area and d" is the critical diameter defined by the critical angle of the fiber?)
The angle 9* is the maximum value accepted by the fiber
For lensed LED, the virtual image is magnified by the
factor p and the angle g is F g^/no by the tens effect
of the refractive index no. Therefore, gr= Bg is
derived because $= g*,/no and g*f,as the same value
as that for flat LED. According to the analysis sg
geometric optics, the improved ratio 4( of the efficien
for lensed LED to flat LED is approximately B 

2 under
the simplified model. Table r shows the dominantfactor
on which the coupled powers pa for flat LED and p for
■enSed LED depend. In the case of the flat LED(β =1)′     Flct LED

area diameter. under the cOnstant current dens■ ty′

the operating current 工 is porportiona■  to d: In the
s■ mp■ e estimation′  therefore′  the optim■ zed coup■ed

:ili:i]isi::::l::::]llil::d :l:::i::i:::::wi::::ll:[′is the optimized va■ ue of Ⅸ. The detal■ ed calcu■ at10ns
for P. P., I and {opt r" d are shown in the solid

Lとデ
d=暉B&g40′
Lensed LED

the coup■ ing effiCiency L is pr°pOrtiOnal to r~2for Fig。 ■ New Coup■ ing Technique.

doS d. and to d-2for u.t if)where d is rhe emirrins T9!+I-!9!.i.lt !!-r+g!e-r-e.-
Flat LED(8ヨ )
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Xopt, over one order of magnitude better than that of
the flat LED. Plots show the experimental data. The
dotted line of∝

。pt is der■ ved from the ratio P1/Pf Ofopt  ― ――――‐―― ―――
:｀
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the experimenta■  p■ Ots. As seen from the figure′  good 言
agreement between theoretical and experimental resultso
can be obtained. rf r=I0 mA is defined by the drive Llcircuitr d=l0rum is determined and p1>I00ruW can be
obtained
Fabrication The structure of GaArAs lensed LED is
shown in Fig.3. AL first the GaAs substrate was etched
through oxide mask to give the spherical recesses with
radius ro. Then Gar_*Al*As DH structure with a thick
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window layer is successive■ y grown by LPE7)By emp.。 ying
a preferential etch which attacks caAs but not caO.6A■

0。 4As′
the lens structure cou■ d be formed without damage. COAs■ b)

Figure 4 shows the scanning electron micrograph of x4P*_J_9
the lensed window. The magnif ication 16 of lensed nfie\$ |

window can be designed by controlling L/rorand r-7B 
oGdE--J

vs L/ro is shown in Fig.S. As an example; when L= Gg-xAxAs

50/un′ r3=2 can be obtained by designing r。 =80/um
and L=56/umo ln thiS case′  夕。pt 4 can be achieved.
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ended fiber i, 75/um.

CharacLeFiStiCS     The comparison of the coup■ed
power was made between the ■ensed LED and the f■ at
LED′  both of which were fabricated from the same
wafer. The powers Pland Pf cOup■ ed into O.■ 6 N.A.′

85/um core step index fiber′  vs the forward current
lf are shown ■n Fig.6. For lensed LED designed by
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effic■ ency was ■mproved about four times better than ｅ
ヽ
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÷J―七中that of the f■ at LED. For ■ensed LED of d=20/um′  Pl

of 570/uW at lf °f 50 mA and about ■ mw at 100 m Were
coup■ ed into o.28 N.A.′  ■00/um core step index fiber.
These are the highest va■ ues ever reported for such
a low current leve■ .

Conc■us■ ons     TO achieve the high■ y effic■ ent
performance′  a new type CaAlAs monolithic ■ensed
LED has been developed. For the new coupling

technique presented here′  designed va■ues were
compared w■ th the exper■ ment and g90d agreement wasミ
obta■ ned. By the optim■ zed design for power coup■ ed or

into fiber′  the efficiency was greatly improved andoP
the highest coup■ed power ever reported could be
obta■ ned. This high effic■ ency LED can be app■ ied to
the direct drive by lc because of operating under

very ■ow current leve■ .
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Fig.3 Structure

Fig.4 SEM of Lensed Window.

Ploted Heot Sink
of Lensed LED.
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